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Message From the Minister

Having grown up in rural Alberta I developed an
appreciation for Alberta’s abundant natural resources –
clean air, clean water, and vast, diverse landscapes. A
significant component of the Environment Ministry is
managing these resources so future generations are
able to enjoy them.

Early on I learned to value those things that make
Alberta one of the best places in the world to live.  It
is particularly gratifying for me to pass on a few
messages to Albertans who share a conservation and
preservation ethic.

Albertans and Canadians have a long history of
volunteerism.  In fact it is difficult to imagine any
community in Alberta that does not benefit to some
degree from its volunteers and volunteer
organizations.  Alberta Environment, and our
environmental "Community", is no different.

Incorporating volunteers, along with their skills,
talents, and commitment makes a meaningful
contribution to one of our core businesses – Natural
Resource Management. Further, our volunteer
programs contribute to the Department’s operating
principles of Shared Responsibility and Public
Involvement.  "On the ground" you help us deliver
programs that are important to Albertans.  

Whether you are hosting visitors in our parks,
monitoring activities in our protected areas, assisting
in tracking of our fish and wildlife species, or assisting
in the management of our lakes and rivers, the roles
you play are invaluable.

I understand that
Natural Resources
Service (NRS)
volunteers had a
great time at the
2000 NRS
Volunteer
Conference held at
Dinosaur
Provincial Park,
and I hope that
attendance
continues to
grow.  With
approximately
200 volunteers
and staff taking
advantage of
training and
environmental
education sessions, park tours and
networking opportunities, these conferences help with
the exchange of information, and assists us with
making sure you are also receiving value for your
volunteer time.  I hope many of you will be able to
attend the next conference.

On behalf of Alberta Environment, and the
Government of Alberta, I want to thank you for your
assistance in managing our valuable natural resources. �

Halvar Jonson
Minister of Environment

Minister Halvar Jonson holds a northern saw-whet owl while on a summer field trip withvolunteer owl-bander Ray Cromie and ArdrossanElementary School Environment Club.
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Hosting at Young’s Point and Williamson
Provincial Parks

Submitted by Dixie Colter
Northwest Boreal Region

Marie Wolstenholme, manager of Young Willie Park
Service, considers the volunteer host program to be a
valuable one, and she should know. Young Willie Park
Service has worked extensively with campground hosts at
both Young’s Point and Williamson Provincial Parks during
the five year term of their facility operating agreements. 

Hosts help to ensure that facility operators achieve their
main goal, which is to make everyone’s visit an enjoyable
one.  They advise visitors about the best fishing spots, park
services and facilities, and local amenities and attractions.
Hosts also function as "eyes and ears" for the park.  They
report security issues, maintenance concerns, public safety
issues and problem wildlife incidents to campground
operators and Natural Resources Service staff. 

Young Willie Park Service’s five year operating agreement
comes to an end this season, and Marie would like the
Young's Point and Williamson hosts to know that she is glad
to have worked with each and every one of you and to pass
along her heartfelt thanks. You have been a big part of the
many successful seasons they've had at both parks. ◆

To submit an article, to contact us regarding
changes to the mailing list, or to receive a free
subscription please contact:

Lori at (780) 427-3805 or e-mail her at
Lori.Ruzycki@gov.ab.ca

or write to: 
Partners in Preservation, 
Marketing and Partnerships Branch
Natural Resources Service
2nd Floor, Oxbridge Place
9820 - 106 Street
Edmonton,  Alberta  T5K 2J6

Deadline for submissions for the next issue is
March 15, 2001.

Your Volunteer 
Co-ordinating Committee

Chairperson:
Rob Hugill Bow Region

(403) 378-4342

Co-Chair:
Brad Marshall Parks & Protected Areas 

Division (PPAD)
(780) 427-7009

Volunteer Services Co-ordinator:
Sandra Myers Parks & Protected Areas 

Division (PPAD)
(780) 427-5209

Standards Officer:
Dave Vetra Enforcement Field Services

(780) 427-1379

Regional Representatives:
Dixie Colter Northeast Boreal Region

(780) 645-6315
John Doll Northwest Boreal Region

(780) 849-7104
Scott Smith Northern East Slopes Region

(780) 778-7112
Greg Stolz Parkland Region

(780) 853-8137
Keith Bocking Prairie Region

(403) 893-3777

To call any Alberta government agency toll-free
from anywhere in Alberta, dial 310-0000, then
the number, or hold the line for operator
assistance.
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Lesser Slave Lake Bird Observatory

Submitted by Frank Fraser
Visitor Services Officer
Northwest Boreal Region

The Lesser Slave Lake Bird Observatory (LSLBO)
has come a long way since its inception in 1994.  In
the beginning, the upstart organization was given little
chance of success.  Its location in northern Alberta did
not bode well for fund-raising or recruiting volunteers,
but after seven seasons, the LSLBO is a recognized
leader in avian conservation research and education.  

The fact that the LSLBO is located in northern Alberta
makes it difficult to recruit qualified volunteers to
operate the station and sit on the Board of Directors.
That's why we seek volunteers from across the
province.  We currently have vacancies on the Board
for a vice-chair, treasurer, and editor.  Other volunteer
positions we are recruiting to include memberships,
education, public relations, and web site management.
With volunteers located across the province,
communication can be a problem.  One innovative
solution to long-distance communication is
teleconferencing.  ATCO Electric has generously
offered the use of their equipment in Slave Lake and,
with ATCO offices in other Alberta centers, Board and
general volunteer meetings could be held at their
offices.  Holding meetings via the internet is also an
option, but this would require a fairly costly
investment in technology by the LSLBO and/or
volunteers.

If you are interested in any of our volunteer positions,
or require more information, please contact us.

Telephone: (780) 849-7117 (dial 310-0000 for toll-free
access from anywhere in Alberta)
E-mail: birds@lslbo.org
Fax: (780) 423-4258 ext. 2340
Edmonton voice mail: (780) 423-4258 ext. 2340 
Web address: www.lslbo.org ◆

Alberta Agriculture, Food & Rural
Development Volunteer Stewards

Submitted by Keith Stretch
Public Land Specialist
Alberta Agricultural, Food and Rural Development

At Alberta Agriculture, Food and Rural Development,
public land specialists are responsible for
implementing approved land use activities on natural
areas.  Volunteer stewards assist us with this
responsibility. We aren't always able to visit natural
areas ourselves, so stewards are essentially our eyes
and ears.  

Inspections carried out by volunteer stewards provide
valuable information.  They identify unauthorized
surface disturbances; identify unique and rare plant
species and wildlife habitats; help to improve natural
areas by removing debris; and erect and maintain
natural area boundary signs.  All of these functions
enable the general public to better enjoy and study
natural area ecosystems.  One of our natural areas is
part of a high school biology class's annual plant study
program.  The volunteer steward for this natural area
is a local Boy Scout group, an excellent match, in that
their goals for the site complement the school's goals.

Those occasions when I am able to work direct with
volunteer stewards provide me with excellent
opportunities to discuss first-hand their land
management questions and concerns.  This type of
information exchange is always helpful.  In one
instance, a natural area steward provided us with
valuable resource and public use information that
resulted in an access corridor being created across
adjacent occupied public land.  Stewards also make it
easier for us to deal with public inquiries.  They are
often the first contact for groups and individuals who
require natural area information or who wish to obtain
approval to carry out an activity in a natural area.
Stewards are able to refer information and approval
requests to appropriate land management contacts.

Volunteer stewards are valued partners in natural area
management; we couldn't do it without them! ◆
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Submitted by Suzan Chamney
Friends of Kananaskis Country

The Friends’volunteer Trail Care Group consists of
people from many different trail user groups, as well
as individuals from communities around Kananaskis
Country.  Its purpose is to assist Kananaskis Country
management and staff in maintaining and enhancing
the existing system of trails through volunteer efforts,
fund-raising, and promotion of trail enjoyment and
wise use. 

Well-maintained trails are important for safety,
enjoyment, and the environment, and we believe that
this project fits nicely with our mandate.  Trail users
gain knowledge, understanding, and appreciation from
"putting something back" into trail care and have FUN
doing it.  Volunteer duties include litter collection, tree
and shrub pruning, drainage ditching, trail surfacing
and bridge repairs.  Work is carried out under the
direction of, and with hand tools supplied by,
Kananaskis Country.  Last summer, 196 volunteers
contributed 1221 hours of their time. 

Not all of our volunteers hailed from Sylvester
Stallone or Xena, the Warrior Princess training camps.
Most were just regular folks like you and me.  Some
had little or no experience using pruners, shovels, axes
and pulaskis.  Our volunteers range in age from 15
months (he brought his parents along) to about 75
years.  We make every attempt to match ability,

experience and interest with the task that needs doing.
With generous support from the Calgary Foundation,
the Friends have hired a seasonal volunteer
coordinator to recruit volunteers, set up monthly work
parties and handle administrative duties for the Trail
Care Group.  She also organizes our annual season
wrap-up, a volunteer appreciation evening that
includes food, drink, door prizes, and a guest speaker.

For more information visit our web site at
www.kananaskis.org.  To volunteer with Trail Care
Group, contact Don Cockerton at (403)297-5969 or
Laura-Lee Dyck at ldyck@hotmail.com. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our
volunteers and sponsors! ◆

Friends of Kananaskis Country Sponsors Volunteer Trail Care Group
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Submitted by Barb Ainslie
Education Programmer
Bow Habitat Station

On Wednesday, July 19th, 2000, 650 volunteers
contributed 3000 hours toward completion of the first
phase of a new 36-acre interpretive wetland adjacent
to the Sam Livingston Fish Hatchery in Calgary.
Volunteers from BPAmoco, Alberta Environment, the
City of Calgary, the Sam Livingston Fish Hatchery
Volunteer Society and several community-based
sponsors shovelled and raked 540 tonnes of topsoil,
planted 3800 aquatic plants, spread 225 kg of grass
seed, moved innumerable rocks and cobbles, and built
two wooden footbridges!

Volunteer Day dawned clear and sunny, with teams
quickly springing into action to complete landscaping
on each of the 14 sections of the cold-water stream.
Camaraderie and team spirit were strongly in
evidence, as the volunteers networked and developed
new friendships while working together on the
stream.  The day ended with the opening of the BP
Amoco Classic (the largest intra-company athletic
event in the world) and the official ‘valve opening’ to
start water flowing down the stream. 

Pearce Estate Interpretive Wetland
Volunteer Day A Huge Success!

(see back page for more photos)

This fall, completion of the cold water stream will end
the first phase of the wetland’s five ecotones.  Phase
two construction - the marsh pond - will begin soon,
with all phases to be completed by spring 2003.  Over
the next 3 years, partners, stakeholders and
community-based sponsors will continue to be
involved in developing the wetland.  For information
on upcoming volunteer opportunities, contact Sam
Livingston Fish Hatchery at (403) 297-6561.  

THANK YOU to all volunteers who contributed to
making the cold water stream a reality!  We could not
have done it without the expertise and support of folks
like you! ◆
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NRS VOLUNTEERS RECOGNIZED

Every year across Natural Resources Service, volunteers are recognized for the work that
they do.  While all volunteers bring value to our programs, we are recognizing a number
of NRS volunteers who have gone "above and beyond" in the performance of their
duties.  Recipients of the awards also received Bosch & Lomb binoculars, or an
original, framed petroglyph casting from Writing-on-Stone Provincial Park.

Outstanding Accomplishment Award for Protected Area Volunteer Stewards

Derry and Ora White  - stewards for Wildcat Island Natural Area. 
Stan Kozyra of the Stony Plain Fish & Game Association – steward of the Kilini
Creek Candidate Natural Area.

10th Anniversary  of the Volunteer Steward Program Award

The Wagner Natural Area Society (WNAS) – steward group for Wagner Natural Area.

Campground Host Hospitality Award

Doug and Joyce Arnold – hosted since 1994 at Winagami and Hilliard’s Bay 
Provincial Parks. 
Roy and Dorothy Jones – hosted at Saskatoon Island Provincial Park since 1993.
Nancy and Keith Becker – hosted at Peaceful Valley Day Lodge since inception.

Natural Resources Service Volunteer Excellence Award

Hardeep Sehra  – volunteered Water Management Division. 
Joe Trowsdale  - resident of Wetaskiwin involved in a sampling program on
the Pipestone Creek.  
Tom Bull – over the past 10 years involved in Family Day and other Special Events
held at Pembina River Provincial Park a huge success.
Art Miles – has participated test angling, Conservation Officer ride-alongs, etc.
Fisheries staff speak highly of all his contributions.
Bob Brewster – contributes an extraordinary amount of time capturing and tagging lake
sturgeon in the North Sask. River.
Wayne Peterson – among other projects, participated in Lake Sturgeon capture,
sampling and tagging on the North Saskatchewan River since the project’s
inception 1991. 

Natural Resources Service Outstanding Partners Award

Friends Of  Fish Creek Provincial Park Society.
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2000 Volunteer Confere
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Submitted by Brad Marshall
Parks and Protected Areas Division 

The 2000 Volunteer Conference was held May 5-7th at
Dinosaur Provincial Park.  Many attendees had never
visited the park, so the promise of a new adventure was a
big draw.  For some, the fact that Dinosaur is neither in,
nor near, Drumheller provided the first adventure.  The
park is actually closer to Brooks, farther southeast than
some of us realized!

Activities kicked off Friday with a hospitality evening
hosted by the Dinosaur Natural History Association.  The
evening's main attraction was Hilary Tarrant's captivating
Dinosaur Provincial Park presentation.  Hilary’s
knowledge and passion is inspiring and her obvious love
for the park rubbed off on us all.

The conference continued on Saturday with greetings
from Alberta Environment, delivered by Dave Nielsen,
Bow Region Director. Then, after a couple of short
presentations, participants were free to take in any of the
30+ sessions and tours that interested them.
Saturday evening we were treated to a barbeque supper,
followed by the Recognition Award presentations.  

Keynote speaker Brian Keating, Calgary Zoo Director,
capped off the day with his splendid and comical
presentation "Alpine Highlife".  It was definitely one of
Saturdays’hi-lights, as were the Natural Preserve tour
and Centrosaurus Bonebed hike.

The Sunday breakfast, hosted by the NRS Volunteer Co-
ordinating Committee, saw both volunteers and staff
basking under a warm sun.  After breakfast, there were a
few more sessions and tours to end the conference.

Hosting an event of this size is a major undertaking, and
the Committee, Parks & Protected Areas Division and
Dinosaur Park staff,  and the Dinosaur Natural History
Association did a great job.  The conference gave many
like-minded people the opportunity to come together to
celebrate something we all have in common – a
willingness to volunteer time in support of Alberta’s
environment and great outdoors.

For our volunteer conferences to be successful, your
support and attendance are crucial, so we hope to see you
at our next one! ◆

nce
DINOSAUR PROVINCIAL PARK & WORLD HERITAGE SITE

2000 Natural Resources Service (NRS) Volunteer Conference

Check out the next page for the results
of what you told us concerning the
2000 Volunteer Conference.
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1 2 3 4 5 N/A Total

Conference Information
Registration Package (Was the right information in it?) 1 5 18 52 1 77
Lead Time (Was the Conference notification early enough?) 1 1 5 14 52 4 77
Registration Desk (Were they informative and helpful?) 1 17 59 77

General
Chosen Dates (Is it the best time of year?) 2 10 23 39 3 77
Organization (Did the weekend activities run smooth?) 2 1 5 22 43 4 77
Scheduling of Events (Were you satisfied with the scheduling?) 1 8 25 41 2 77
Friday Meet and Greet ( A good start to the Conference?) 2 2 9 54 10 77
Saturday Appreciation ( Did you enjoy yourself?) 1 2 11 57 6 77

Support
Site/Facilities (Did the Conference location meet your needs?) 1 27 49 77
Accommodations (Were you satisfied with the arrangements?) 1 3 20 48 5 77
On-site food Services ( Was food available and priced right?) 1 5 14 27 30 77

Sessions
Sessions/Activities in General ( Were they appropriate?) 2 19 54 2 77
Presenters (Were they friendly and knowledgeable?) 11 65 1 77

Please rate the Conference overall 26 49 2 77

What You Told Us!

1 - poor 3 - average 5 - excellent

On the final Sunday afternoon of the 2000 conference
NRS staff encouraged conference participants to fill
out an evaluation form.  Recognizing that everyone
wanted to get on the road after a busy week-end, we
were pleased when over 50% of the participants took
the time to let us know what we had done right, and
where we could improve.  Without your valuable
input, we can end up planning by guess and by golly.
The table below provides a summary of the feedback.

In any event, staff were very pleased with the results
and while most respondents provided us with excellent
"marks", we did come away with some suggestions.
Our overall average rating of 4.7 out of a possible 5 is
a clear demonstration of the professionalism and
commitment of NRS staff involved in the conference. 

We also received some specific comments as well.
One of the recurring themes in the comments section
of the evaluation form suggests that we need to
provide adequate "social" time, and that such a large
range of sessions may not be required – in fact it
might make easier for participants to decide which
sessions they will attend and we will keep this in mind
in future planning.
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Mountain Top Reclamation: Success despite horizontal hail and snow!
Submitted by Elizabeth Beaubien
Alberta Native Plant Council

The 6th  annual Cardinal Divide reclamation weekend
was held August 26-27, 2000.  Our team consisted of
a truck with generator and tools, a van, and 16 student
and 18 adult workers.  While last year's reclamation
weekend featured +28C temperatures and abundant
sun, this year's started with temperatures around
freezing, hail and heavy snow.  Luckily the sun
appeared that afternoon, but cold windy conditions
persisted all weekend.  On Sunday morning, Sandy
Myers and I had a bit of excitement.  After the
students had headed toward their work assignments,
two sheep hunters informed us that they had just seen
two grizzlies at the base of Tripoli Mountain, just a bit
north of where the students were headed!  Fortunately,
although we kept our eyes peeled, the grizzlies
apparently went elsewhere.  

The Cardinal Divide area, located south of Hinton, is
now part of Whitehorse Wildland Park (WWP).  It
features spectacular alpine views, rare plants,
abundant wildlife and easy access via a road south
from Cadomin.  The ANPC and the Alpine Club of
Canada (stewards for the former Cardinal Divide
Natural Area) organize reclamation weekends to repair
damage caused by off-road vehicle and other
recreational use.  Hopefully, the "foot
only" access provisions
contained in
the new WWP
management
plan will result
in a reduction
in recreation-
related impacts
in the area.  

Despite this year's
weather, we
accomplished a
great deal!  On
Saxifrage Ridge,
additional water bars
were built to divert
rainwater away from
the main trail to prevent further erosion.  Guide rocks
were placed along the edge of the track to channel

foot traffic to one route.
Additional gravel was
spread in low areas and in
the main "boggy bit", a
trench was dug to allow
better drainage.  Several
seedlings were also
planted. 

At the far-west end
of Cardinal Divide,
several water bars
were constructed
to halt vehicle
track erosion of
this moist willow
and wildflower
oasis.  The
generator was used to make
holes in the eroded gravel to plant
seedlings to speed re-vegetation.  On both days, alpine
seed was collected.  It was a great year for seeds of
white dryad or white mountain avens (Dryas
integrifolia mainly) and the sweet vetches (Hedysarum
alpinum and H. boreale).  As well, willow seed was
collected from the west ridge (willow seedlings are
used to aid in ground stabilization). 

Thanks to all the following, without whom this year's
success would not have been possible! 

Dave Walker, chief organizer, grant finder, and
reclamation expert; 
Mountain Equipment Coop, for the Environment
grant with which we paid the students; 
Growers ALCLA (Al and Pat Fedkenheuer) and
Knutson Shaw (Ray Shaw), who produced
seedlings from previous years' seed collections
from the Divide; and
our 34 adult and student workers who, due to
space constraints, cannot be listed here.

We hope you'll join us for next year's reclamation
weekend!  For information, contact:

Elisabeth Beaubien, Edmonton area, (780) 438-1462
Dave Walker, Calgary area, (430) 278-4775
home: gholroyd@compusmart.ab.ca ◆

l

l

l

l
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Volunteer Profile – Art Miles

Three years ago, Art Miles attended a public meeting
in Athabasca to give Fisheries Biologist Daryl Watters
'what for' for removing perch from Island Lake to
stock another lake.  After Daryl explained the perch
transfer program and the positive impact it has on
donor lake perch populations, Art became a strong
advocate for fisheries management and fish habitat
protection.

Art has volunteered on numerous projects.  He's
helped Daryl Watters with test fisheries and sturgeon
tagging on the North Saskatchewan River and has
worked with Conservation Officer Todd Ponich on
bear and wolf complaints, commercial fisheries,
enforcement patrols and aerial surveys for moose and
deer.

"Art is a great example of
the contributions
volunteers make,
and this couldn’t
happen without the
support of spouses.
Art's wife Cheryl not
only supports his
participation; she
usually sends along a
tub of her excellent
cookies too.  Big hats off
to Cheryl as well," says
Watters.  "Thank you for
all your help over the years.
Not only do I think of you as a
reliable volunteer but also as a
friend - a friend of mine and a friend of the fish."

Volunteer Profile -Trevor Tychkowsky

What motivates a person to volunteer?  "I just like
experiencing interesting things" says Smoky Lake
volunteer Trevor Tychkowsky.

Trevor has
volunteered with
the Smoky Lake
District ride-
along program
for the past
nine years,
accompanying
conservation
officers on patrols,
problem wildlife
control activities and other
resource management projects.  "He is that second set
of eyes and hands" explains District Conservation
Officer Rick Servetnyk.  "His knowledge of both the
area and its people is a real asset."

Trevor volunteers many nights and weekends.  "I'm
doing something I have always believed in," Trevor
said recently.  "I’m doing my part to ensure that our
resources are used properly and conserved for future
generations."

Trevor has also been a member of the Smoky Lake
Rural Crime Watch Program for many years, six of
them as club president.  In 2000, Trevor was named
the Provincial Crime Watch member of the year.  He is
also a captain on the Smoky Lake volunteer fire
department and chairman of the Community Advisory
Committee.

Volunteerism in Northeast Boreal

Submitted by Dixie Colter & Richard Servetnyk
Natural Resources Service

A spindly little sparrow is lying on his back in the middle of the road.  A horseman comes by, dismounts and
asks the sparrow what he’s doing lying upside down like that. "I heard the skies are going to fall today," said the
sparrow.  "Oh," said the horseman, "And I suppose your spindly little legs can hold up the skies." 

"One does what one can," said the sparrow.  "One does what one can!"
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Submitted by Aaron Bowersock
Volunteer Steward

I was introduced to
Yamnuska by my late
father at around age
eight.  My second trip
to the area came in the
mid-70's, when I
attended Camp Chief
Hector. That trip
clinched my love for
Yamnuska.  Since then,
I've camped and hiked in
the area many times.
Over the years, impacts
from human use have
become increasingly
apparent.  Off-highway

vehicle use, tree cutting,
garbage, human waste and

industrial activity have all left their mark.

In 1996, my wife and I learned of the volunteer
steward program through a group of people who were
working toward designation of the Yamnuska area
under the Alberta Government's Special Places
program.  These efforts were ultimately successful and
the 1582 hectare Yamnuska Natural Area was
officially designated in May 1997.  

Parking and access were the first things to be tackled
in the new natural area.  A parking lot and a trail head
were completed in October 1999 and construction of a

Yamnuska - A Partnership

In 1998 Trevor was diagnosed with cancer.  His battle
with the disease was successful and he is now a
member of Terry's Team.  He volunteers his time
speaking to school groups to raise awareness about the
disease and the need for fund-raising to support cancer
research.

Trevor and Art, on behalf of Northeast Boreal Region,
please accept our sincere thanks for your dedication to
the Natural Resources Service.

"One does what one can," and we appreciate what you
do! ◆

trail system for the area is still in progress.  With the
efforts of many dedicated volunteers, as well as the
co-operation of Lafarge Canada Inc. and Alberta
Government employees such as Don Cockerton and
Sandra Myers, Yamnuska has remained a jewel of the
Bow Valley.

Yamnuska Natural Area contains rich and varied
mountain, sub-alpine and boreal landscapes.  Its
geological features include the McConnell thrust fault,
calcareous spring fen complexes and glacial landforms
such as drumlins, eskers, kettles and kames.  Forests
consist of lodgepole pine, Douglas fir, white spruce
and a particularly lush aspen jungle.  There is a wide
range of rare animal and plant species, including the
yellow lady’s slipper orchid.

It’s impossible to convey in words why Yamnuska is
special.  You must walk her paths, lay amongst her
flowers, listen to her stream song and stand on her
summit to begin to know her – and to know why.  I
will stand with Yamnuska come what may. ◆

Mount Yamnuska in all its glory
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